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To enhance the precision of predicting enterprise credit risk related to carbon
emission reduction, this study focuses on publicly traded companies. It introduces
a risk early warning model grounded in MLP deep learning. Primarily, this research
employs the FA-TOPSIS fusion model to comprehensively assess the credit risk
associated with carbon emission reduction in enterprises. Subsequently, it
employs K-means clustering to compute enterprise similarities, which forms
the basis for supervised learning in the MLP model to assign credit risk grade
labels. Furthermore, the study tackles the challenge of imbalanced enterprise
grade distribution using the ADASYN over-sampling algorithm. Ultimately, the
effectiveness of themodel proposed herein is confirmed through a series ofmulti-
model comparison experiments. The results show that: First, carbon emission
reduction indicators exhibit differing degrees of influence on enterprises at various
credit risk levels. Notably, the most influential indicator is carbon emission
intensity, while the development capacity indicator exerts the least influence.
Second, the adoption of the XGBoost algorithm for screening carbon emission
reduction indicators significantly enhances the prediction accuracy of the early
warning model by 4.27%. Third, compared to other models, the MLP model
achieves an impressive prediction accuracy of 99.48%, representing an average
improvement of 15.24%. These results underscore the model’s feasibility and its
potential to provide technical support for financial institutions and government
entities in conducting credit ratings for enterprise carbon emission reduction.
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1 Introduction

Addressing climate change represents a pivotal strategy for China in advancing high-
quality economic development and ecological progress. As one of the world’s foremost
carbon emitters, China has been actively responsive to the international community’s call.
On 22 September 2020, during the 75th United Nations General Assembly, General
Secretary Xi Jinping announced China’s commitment to strive for a peak in carbon
dioxide emissions by 2030 and to diligently pursue carbon neutrality by 2060. The Fifth
Plenary Session of the 19th CPC Central Committee underscored the importance of green
development and the harmonious coexistence of humanity and nature. Furthermore, the
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20th Party Congress report advocated for the active and steady
promotion of carbon peaking and carbon neutrality. Carbon
emissions primarily arise from human activities and natural
sources, contributing to global temperature rises and closely
intertwining with economic growth. China’s rapid economic
expansion has led to increasing carbon emissions, pushing
environmental capacity to its limits. Consequently, reconciling
the tension between carbon reduction and economic growth has
become a significant challenge. Enterprises with high carbon
emissions confront difficulties in securing capital and loans from
stakeholders like investors, banks, and government bodies (Yin and
Li, 2018; Jiang et al., 2023). Thus, the effective early warning of
carbon emission reduction credit risks by these enterprises becomes
pivotal, influencing investment decisions, loan approvals, and the
sustainable development of the nation’s economy (Yu et al., 2022).
Given this context, there’s an imperative need to conduct in-depth
research into shifts in carbon emission reduction credit risks among
enterprises. This research aims to facilitate the formulation of
pertinent policies and measures that will drive the realization of
carbon emission reduction objectives.

The early warning of enterprise carbon emission reduction
credit risk represents a pivotal area of study within credit risk
research. The key to an effective early warning system lies in the
construction of a scientifically sound credit risk indicator framework
(Jiang et al., 2022). Currently, both domestic and international
scholars have established various credit risk indicator systems.
For instance, within the context of the supply chain finance
model, scholars have developed distinct credit risk assessment
systems from diverse angles. These frameworks shed light on the
role of supply chains in mitigating enterprises’ financing challenges
and offer policy recommendations that enhance evaluation systems
(Carling et al., 2007; Zhu et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2022; Ni et al.,
2023; Xie et al., 2023). Moreover, Abbasi et al. (2019) introduced an
IoT-based supply chain finance model tailored to the model’s
characteristics, yielding a highly accurate model that improves
existing credit evaluation systems (Abbasi et al., 2019). Scholars
like Xuan and Chen have developed extensive indicator systems
from varying perspectives, encompassing economic development,
technological advancement, and green credit. They’ve delved into
the intricate relationship between China’s economy and carbon
emission reduction (Xuan et al., 2020; Chen and Chen, 2021). In
another work, Yadi elucidated the fusion of financial and non-
financial data, proposing a big data-driven credit assessment
framework for SMEs, significantly aiding enterprise credit risk
assessment (Yadi et al., 2019). Furthermore, Xia et al. (2023)
scrutinized company profiles, asset statuses, core business details,
and supply chain conditions to construct a financial credit risk
assessment system tailored to manufacturing SMEs (Xia et al., 2023).
Therefore, a scientific and reasonable indicator system can
effectively provide the prediction performance of the early
warning model and thus help stakeholders make more reasonable
decisions. Accordingly, how to construct an effective and perfect
enterprise carbon emission reduction credit risk indicator system
has become a hot issue worth studying.

In the realm of artificial intelligence, both deep learning and
machine learning have achieved remarkable breakthroughs across
various domains, with a particular impact seen in the arena of credit
risk prediction. Yuan et al. (2018) employed the ELDA model to

scrutinize public sentiment on social media, seamlessly integrating it
with a random forest model. Their findings highlighted the
significant enhancement of corporate credit rating prediction
brought about by public sentiment analysis (Yuan et al., 2018).
Luo et al. (2020) introduced the QSSVMmodel, coupled with feature
weights derived from t-tests. This approach effectively obviated the
need for manual selection of hyperparameters. Their results
underscored the model’s efficacy in corporate credit risk
assessment, showcasing substantial potential in practical
applications (Luo et al., 2020). With the surge in data volume
and dimensionality, traditional machine learning models have
grappled with the ensuing challenges. For example, it is difficult
to deal with large-scale and high-dimensional data, high reliance on
feature engineering and concept drift. Consequently, As the credit
risk field undergoes continuous evolution, deep learning models are
emerging as the preferred solution to address the intricate demands
of credit assessment. This paradigm shift finds validation across
multiple research studies. For instance, studies have showcased the
effectiveness of deep learning models such as BP neural networks
(Cai et al., 2020; Wu et al., 2021; Liu, 2022; Wan and Yu, 2023) and
Multi layer perception (MLP) (Lian et al., 2021; Li et al., 2022; Wang
and Zhang, 2023). The appeal of these deep learning models lies in
their exceptional performance and versatility. One of the key
advantages is the ability of deep learning models to adeptly tackle
complex nonlinear challenges. Within the realm of credit risk
assessment, data often entails intricate combinations of nonlinear
relationships, transcending mere linear associations. Deep learning
models, with their intrinsic self-learning capabilities, excel at
automatically identifying and leveraging these intricate nonlinear
relationships. Through the autonomous adjustment of model
weights and biases, they demonstrate the capacity to approximate
any given function, elevating the precision of credit assessments.

In conclusion, the existing body of literature predominantly applies
deep learning techniques to the realm of enterprise financial credit risk
assessment, often simplifying the creditworthiness of companies into
binary categories of “good” or “bad.” However, this oversimplified
approach does not always align with the complex realities faced by these
enterprises. Surprisingly, there has been a noticeable absence of
scholarly attention dedicated to leveraging deep learning
methodologies for assessing corporate carbon emission reduction
credit risk. Furthermore, there’s a significant gap in the literature
when it comes to intelligent prediction and in-depth analysis of the
dynamics of carbon creditworthiness within each enterprise, as well as
the provision of strategic policy guidance for fostering a low-carbon
transition. Addressing this research gap, this paper conducts an
empirical study focusing on Chinese A-share listed companies
spanning from 2007 to 2020. The study employs a multi-faceted
approach: firstly, utilizing the FA-TOPSIS model to comprehensively
evaluate carbon emission reduction credit risk. Secondly, incorporating
the K-means clustering algorithm to delineate distinct risk levels,
enabling precise risk management. Thirdly, it employs the ADASYN
oversampling algorithm to rectify issues associated with imbalanced
data categories, subsequently enhancing the prediction performance of
the MLP model. Lastly, a series of multi-model comparative
experiments are executed to validate the efficacy and superiority of
the model introduced in this study.

The possible contributions of this paper are as follows: First, this
paper proposes a deep learning model based on MLP and applies it
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to the field of enterprise carbon emission reduction credit risk early
warning for the first time, giving full play to the advantages of MLP
in dealing with nonlinear classification problems. Second, based on
financial indicators, this paper selects governance structure,
innovation ability, and carbon emission intensity indicators. It
comprehensively considers the influencing factors of enterprise
carbon emission reduction credit risk. Meanwhile, the XGBoost
algorithm is used to eliminate indicators with low feature
contributions, which in turn improves the model prediction
accuracy. Third, the K-Means clustering algorithm is introduced
to solve the previous difficulties in obtaining the labels of carbon
emission reduction credit risk levels for enterprises. Meanwhile,
considering the small number of enterprises with low and high
credit risk, this paper adopts ADASYN oversampling to solve the
category imbalance problem. In summary, we hope that the findings
of this paper can provide practical and policy guidance for carbon
emission reduction and the sustainable development of enterprises.

The other chapters of this paper are arranged as follows: The
second part is the research design, which mainly introduces the data
sources and the principles of the methods used in the experiments.
The third part is the empirical analysis, which mainly derives the
experimental results through empirical analysis, analyzes which
indexes should be focused on in the credit risk of carbon
emission reduction of the enterprises according to the results,
and compares and verifies the feasibility and superiority of the
model in this paper. The fourth part is the conclusion and
suggestions, summarizing the research conclusions of this paper
and the directions for further research in the future and giving the
corresponding suggestions.

2 Research design

2.1 Samples and indicators

2.1.1 Selection of samples
Financial institutions typically contend with heightened

financial risks, stemming from distinctive business models that
markedly differ from other industries. These distinctions can
potentially exert a significant influence on the predictive efficacy
of the model. Consequently, in line with the practice of previous
studies (Abdulsaleh and Worthington, 2013; Wu and Huang, 2022),
we have deliberately excluded financial enterprises from our sample
selection. Our empirical research centers on a comprehensive
dataset comprising 2,555 publicly listed Chinese A-share
companies spanning the years 2007–2020. This dataset
encompasses various industries, such as textiles, manufacturing,
and coal mining, among others. Following meticulous data
processing, including the removal of outliers and the application
of group mean filling, we are left with a dataset of 11,261 samples,
representing a total of 1,379 listed enterprises.

To maintain alignment with prevailing research practices, this
study adopts a straightforward random sampling approach. It
divides the dataset into a training set and a test set, with a
sample ratio of 7:3, respectively. The training set is employed for
model training and parameter fine-tuning, while the test set serves as
a benchmark for evaluating the model’s classification predictive
performance. All experiments detailed in this paper are executed

using the PyCharm programming software, harnessed with the
PyTorch deep learning framework, a configuration widely
recognized in the field for its versatility and efficiency.

2.1.2 Selection of indicators
The formulation of the enterprise’s credit risk assessment index

system for carbon emission reduction should adhere to principles
encompassing systematicity, scientific rigor, and data accessibility.
Drawing from prior research (Zhang et al., 2022; Ding et al., 2023;
Sun and Zeng, 2023), this study incorporates a total of 30 indicators,
sourced from seven facets, which encompass solvency, operational
prowess, profitability, developmental capacity, governance
structure, innovation capabilities, and carbon emission intensity.
This composite system aims to provide a holistic evaluation of the
enterprise’s operational performance, financial health, and credit
risk. For a detailed breakdown of these specific indicators, please
refer to Table 1.

Specifically, carbon intensity serves as a pivotal metric for
quantifying carbon emissions per unit of production. A reduced
carbon intensity signifies a company’s proactive efforts in curtailing
carbon emissions, subsequently mitigating credit risk. This aligns
with the global thrust towards carbon footprint reduction and the
pursuit of sustainable development objectives. Hence, this research
adopts the baseline approach, a method in which China’s carbon
market assigns quota allocations based on the industry benchmark
value of carbon emission intensity. Additionally, eight ancillary
indicators related to carbon emission intensity are incorporated
into the assessment framework. It is noteworthy that these auxiliary
indicators all carry a negative connotation, implying that a lower
carbon emission intensity value corresponds to a reduced credit risk
concerning carbon emission reduction, reflecting real-world
scenarios.

Enterprises’ financial data were obtained from the CSMAR
database, and carbon emission reduction data were obtained
from the Wind database.

2.1.3 Standardization of indicator data
In this paper, we will Max-Min standardize the data of enterprise

indexes to eliminate the influence of different indexes’ quantities and
improve the performance of the model, as shown in Eq. 1.

x̂ij � xij −Min1≤ i≤ n xij( )
Max1≤ i≤ n xij( ) −Min1≤ i≤ n xij( ) (1)

Where: x̂ij denotes the normalized value of the jth carbon
emission reduction credit risk indicator of the ith listed
enterprise; xij denotes the original value of the jth carbon
emission reduction credit risk indicator of the ith listed
enterprise; n denotes the number of listed enterprises.

2.2 Construction of model based on FA-
TOPSIS-Kmeans-MLP

2.2.1 Factor analysis
In this study, Factor Analysis (FA) is employed to ascertain the

objective weights of the indicators. FA is a widely adopted statistical
technique designed to simplify the intricate web of indicators into a
smaller set of composite factors. It achieves this by delving into the
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inherent interdependencies within correlation matrices and
employing the concept of indicator downgrading. The steps for
the calculation of FA include: First, the enterprise index data are
standardized; subsequently, the correlation matrix between the
indicators is calculated; then, the eigenroots and eigenvectors of
the correlation matrix are calculated; on this basis, the optimal
number of composite factors is determined by combining the
eigenvalue and cumulative contribution rate considerations;
subsequently, the rotated factor loading matrix is calculated;
finally, the factor model is determined, and an in-depth analysis
is performed on the overall sample data (Gorsuch, 2014). Currently,
the method is mainly used in the fields of business economics,
finance, education management, and tourism (Yin et al., 2022).

Utilizing Factor Analysis (FA) to ascertain indicator weights
presents several advantages: Firstly, it addresses the subjectivity
inherent in existing methods such as hierarchical analysis and
fuzzy comprehensive evaluation when determining weights.
Consequently, this enhancement increases the precision of the
model’s overall scores. Secondly, FA fully embraces the dynamic
and objective nature of the actual enterprise indicator data collected.

This ensures that the calculation results are more scientifically
grounded and rational. The process for calculating FA is as follows:

Assuming that there are m corporate carbon emission reduction
credit risk indicators and q composite factors, Eq. 2 is calculated as:

xm � am1F1 + am2F2 +/ + amqFq + εm (2)
Where: F1, F2,/, Fq denote the composite factors and are

unobservable; amq are the coefficients of the equations, also
known as the factor loadings; the matrix composed of the
coefficients denotes the factor loading matrix; ε denotes the
special factor, which is not included in the composite factors.

2.2.2 Technique for order preference by similarity
to ideal solution

In this paper, the Technique for Order Preference by Similarity
to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) is employed to calculate the
comprehensive score for each enterprise. This method assigns a
higher comprehensive score to enterprises with lower carbon
emission reduction credit risk. TOPSIS, classified as a multi-
attribute decision analysis method, derives the optimal order and

TABLE 1 Enterprise carbon emission reduction credit risk indicator system.

Level
1 indicators

Level
2 indicators

Symbolic Indicator
attributes

Level
1 indicators

Level 2 indicators Symbolic Indicator
attributes

Solvency Current Ratio X1 + Governance
Structure

Number of Shareholders X16 =

Quick Ratio X2 + Number of employees X17 =

Cash Ratio X3 + Total remuneration of the
top three directors

X18 +

Gearing Ratio X4 - Total remuneration of the
top three supervisors

X19 +

Operating Capacity Accounts Receivable
Turnover

X5 + Innovation
Capability

Number of R&D Personnel X20 +

Current Assets
Turnover

X6 + Number of R&D Personnel
as a Percentage

X21 +

Fixed Assets
Turnover

X7 + Amount of R&D investment X22 =

Total Assets Turnover X8 + Carbon Emission
Intensity

Coal Consumption Carbon
Emission Intensity

X23 -

Profitability Return on Assets X9 + Coke Consumption Carbon
Emission Intensity

X24 -

Return on Net Assets X10 + Crude Oil Consumption
Carbon Emission Intensity

X25 -

Operating Cost Ratio X11 - Gasoline Consumption
Carbon Emission Intensity

X26 -

Operating Profit
Ratio

X12 + Kerosene Consumption
Carbon Emission Intensity

X27 -

Development
capacity

Total Assets Growth
Ratio

X13 + Diesel Consumption Carbon
Emission Intensity

X28 -

Net Profit Growth
Ratio

X14 + Fuel Oil Consumption
Carbon Emission Intensity

X29 -

Operating Income
Growth Ratio

X15 + Natural Gas Consumption
Carbon Emission Intensity

X30 -

Note: +, = , and - represent positive, neutral, and negative indicators, i.e., the larger the positive indicator, the better the result, i.e., the better the carbon emission reduction effect of the

enterprise, the smaller the credit risk, and vice versa. Drawing on Li et al. (2022), this paper adopts a positive treatment for neutral indicators (Li et al, 2022).
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selection scheme by comparing the similarity of alternatives to the
ideal solution while considering the distance and proximity between
them (Olson, 2004). The fundamental concept involves representing
multiple alternatives (each enterprise in this study) as a matrix,
where each row corresponds to an alternative (enterprise) and each
column corresponds to an attribute (indicator). This method offers
the advantages of rapid computational efficiency, adaptability, and
ease of comprehension. It finds extensive application in fields such as
supply chain management, environmental assessment, and
investment decision-making. The calculation process for TOPSIS
is as follows:

In the first step, the initial comprehensive evaluation matrix
containing multiple indicators is constructed. Assuming that the
number of listed enterprises is n, there are m carbon emission
reduction credit risk indicators, and the data of the jth indicator of
the ith sample is x_ij, the matrix is expressed as Eq. 3:

X � xij( )nm (3)

In this paper, Max-Min standardization is used to dimensionless
the indicators. In this case, positive and neutral indicators are treated
with Eq. 4 and negative indicators are treated with Eq. 5.

x̂ij � xij −Min1≤ i≤ n xij( )
Max1≤ i≤ n xij( ) −Min1≤ i≤ n xij( ) (4)

x̂ij � Max1≤ i≤ n xij( ) − xij
Max1≤ i≤ n xij( ) −Min1≤ i≤ n xij( ) (5)

In the second step, the FAmethod determines the weight of each
indicator. For example, the weight of the jth indicator is ωj, as shown
in Eq. 6:

ω � ω1,ω2,/,ωm[ ] (6)
In the third step, the TOPSIS method determines the Euclidean

distance between each enterprise and the positive and negative ideal
solutions. Through the weight matrix obtained above, and then
update the initial comprehensive score matrix, i.e., X � ω*(xij)nm.
The positive and negative ideal solutions of xij are denoted asR+ and
R−, respectively, and Eqs. 7 and 8 are as follows:

R+ � x+1 , x
+
2 ,/, x+n( ) i � 1,/, n( )

� Max xij i ∈ I|( ) j � 1, 2,/,m
∣∣∣∣{ } (7)

R− � x−1 , x
−
2 ,/, x−n( ) i � 1,/, n( )

� Min xij i ∈ I|( ) j � 1, 2,/,m
∣∣∣∣{ } (8)

d+i and d−i denote the Euclidean distances between xij and the
positive and negative ideal solutions, respectively, and they are
computed in Eqs. 9 and 10 as follows:

d+
i �

������������∑m

j
x+j − xij( )2√

, i � 1, 2,/, n (9)

d−
i �

������������∑m

j
x−j − xij( )2√

, i � 1, 2,/, n (10)

In summary, the proximity (composite score) of each listed firm
in i to the ideal firm can be calculated as:

Gi � di

d+
i + d−

i

(11)

Therefore, if the enterprise’s comprehensive score value Gi is
higher, it indicates that it faces less carbon emission reduction credit
risk, which provides technical and strategic support for banks,
financial institutions and the government to develop green credit,
and vice versa.

2.2.3 K-Means clustering
In this study, the K-Means clustering algorithm is employed to

cluster unlabelled enterprises, enabling the classification of
enterprise carbon emission reduction credit risk levels. The
K-Means clustering algorithm is categorized under unsupervised
learning, a component of multivariate statistical analysis, primarily
used to group samples based on their similarities. Widely used
clustering methods encompass K-Mean clustering, second-order
clustering, systematic clustering, and FCM clustering. Given its
simplicity, ease of implementation, and scalability, the K-Mean
clustering algorithm is well-suited for diverse datasets (Likas
et al., 2003; Cheng and Han, 2023).

Since the existing literature usually categorizes a firm’s financial
or credit standing as simply “good” or “bad”, this approach does not
always correspond to the actual situation of the enterprise.
Consequently, this paper adopts the K-Mean clustering algorithm
to assign credit risk ratings, categorizing them into four grades: A, B,
C, and D, corresponding to very low, low, medium, and high carbon
emission reduction credit risk, respectively. The calculation process
for this algorithm is as follows:

In the first step, the center position of the k clusters (k enterprise
carbon emission reduction credit risk levels) is initialized, and k
enterprises can be randomly selected as the initial cluster centers,
and the maximum number of iterations is determined.

In the second step, for each enterprise, calculate its Euclidean
distance from the center of each cluster and assign it to the cluster
with the closest distance according to the size of the distance, Eq. 12
is as follows:

di �
�������������∑m

j�1 xj − Oij( )2√
(12)

In the third step, the center position of each cluster is updated
and set to the mean value of all enterprises in that cluster with Eq. 13
as follows:

Ki � 1
Si| |∑Xi∈Si

Xi (13)

In the fourth step, the second and third steps are repeated until
the cluster center no longer changes significantly or a predetermined
number of iterations is reached.

2.2.4 Multi layer perception
In this research, we employ the Multi layer perception (MLP) to

intelligently predict the carbon emission reduction credit risk of
listed enterprises. The Artificial Neural Network (ANN) serves as a
model that mimics the human central nervous system, comprising a
vast network of interconnected neurons. These neural connections
are continually optimized by powerful algorithms to facilitate
information processing. MLP, as a feed-forward neural network
model, consists of multiple layers of neurons, with each layer fully
connected. The fundamental architecture of an MLP encompasses
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an input layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer. The input layer
receives external data inputs and forwards them to the hidden layer.
This hidden layer nonlinearly transforms the inputs using an
activation function and subsequently passes them to the output
layer. The choice of activation function in the output layer depends
on the specific task, which can include functions like the Sigmoid
function, Softmax function, and others (Rossi and Conan-Guez,
2005). As a foundational artificial neural network model, MLP finds
widespread application in industrial economics, credit risk
assessment, and finance. The structure of the model is shown in
Figure 1.

The use of MLP for risk prediction has the following two
advantages: First, during the back propagation of the model, MLP
can utilize the gradient descent algorithm to better solve the problem of
the distribution of the contribution of each indicator (Baesens et al.,
2003); Second, through the introduction of the activation function (such
as the Relu function), the MLP has a strong fitting ability and is able to
approximate the reality of any complex nonlinear functional
relationship. The Formula (14) for MLP is as follows:

ylk � f ∑N

g�1α
l−1
gk y

l−1
g + βlk( ) (14)

Where: yl
k denotes the output of the kth neuron in layer l; f

denotes the activation function of layer l; N denotes the number of
neurons in layer l-1; yl−1

g denotes the output of the gth neuron in
layer l-1; αl−1gk denotes the connection weights of the gth neuron in
layer l-1 and the kth neuron in layer l; βlk denotes the bias of the kth
neuron in layer l.

The steps of the MLP model applied to the early warning of
corporate carbon emission reduction credit risk are roughly as
follows:

Step 1: The data of listed companies are randomly divided into
training set and test set, and randomly divided 50 times to eliminate
the effect of sample randomness on the prediction results of the
model. Step 2: The enterprise index data of the training set enters the

neural network model through the input layer of the MLP, and then
passes to the hidden layer, and the inputs of each hidden layer are
the weighted summation of the outputs of the previous layer,
i.e., A � ∑N

g�1α
l−1
gk y

l−1
g + βlk , and the input value of A is non-

linearly transformed through the activation function f (e.g., the
Rule function) and passes to the output layer, which is handled by
the Softmax multiclassification activation function in the output
layer and maps the final results to (0,1). Step 3: MLP calculates the
error between the predicted value and the actual value of the
enterprise credit risk through the CrossEntropy Loss function
(CrossEntropy Loss), and uses the back-propagation algorithm
without counting to update the model parameters α and β until
the loss value reaches the minimum, stops the training, and obtains
the final model. For example, the model threshold is set reasonably,
if the final result is lower than the threshold, the enterprise is
predicted by the MLP model to have high carbon emission
reduction credit risk, and vice versa. Step 4: The test set is fed
into the MLP model and the predictive assessment capability of the
model is derived through certain assessment metrics.

2.3 Model validity test

Enterprise carbon emission reduction credit risk prediction is a
multi-classification problem. Therefore, this paper is based on
multi-model comparison experiments, respectively, with the MLP
model with LightGBM model, Random Forest RF, support vector
machine SVM (Linear) with linear kernel function, support vector
machine SVM (Rbf) with radial basis function, and extreme gradient
augmentation algorithm XGBoost, to test the validity of the MLP
model according to the “sample recognition rate.”

2.3.1 Model accuracy test
Assuming that Pi denotes the total firm identification rate of the

ith model, Pj
i (j � A, B, C,D) denotes the sample identification rate

of the firms with carbon abatement credit risk classes A, B, C, and D
of the ith model, and �Pi denotes the average of the sample
identification rate of firms of the ith model, Eq. 15 is as follows:

�Pi � 1
5

Pi + PA
i + PB

i + PC
i + PD

i( ) (15)

Where: a higher value of �Pi indicates a higher prediction
accuracy of the ith model, and vice versa.

2.3.2 Model comprehensiveness test
A very goodmodel prediction effect not only has a high value of �Pi,

but also needs to consider the prediction effect of the model on the
samples of firms with credit risk grades A, B, C and D respectively.
Assuming that the standard deviation and coefficient of variation of the
recognition rate Pi, P

j
i (j � A,B,C,D) of the ith model are CVi, σ i

respectively, Formula 16 and 17 are calculated as follows:

σ i �
��������������������������������
2−1 Pi − �Pi( )2 +∑

j∈ A,B,C,D{ } Pj
i − �Pi( )2[ ]√

(16)

CVi � σ i

�Pi
*100% (17)

Where: i� 1, 2,/, 5 corresponds to LightGBM, RF, SVM
(Linear), SVM (Rbf) and XGBoost, respectively; the smaller the

FIGURE 1
Basic structure of MLP.
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value of coefficient of variation CVi, i.e., the smaller the relative
dispersion of the recognition rate Pi, P

j
i (j � A, B, C,D) of the ith

model, the more balanced the prediction of the ith model for
enterprises with different credit risk levels, the better the model
comprehensiveness, and vice versa. In addition, the principles of
comprehensive assessment of model performance were ranked in
order of importance: accuracy > comprehensiveness.

2.4 Early warning of enterprise carbon
emission reduction credit risk based on MLP
modeling

This paper carries out carbon emission reduction credit risk
early warning of listed enterprises through MLP model and verifies
the effectiveness of MLP model based on multi-model comparison
experiment, as shown in Figure 2.

The early warning process comprises five key components:
data preprocessing, unsupervised learning, supervised learning,
model comparison experiments, and model performance
evaluation. Initially, the data preprocessing module primarily
handles missing values, null entries, and outliers. It standardizes
the data for each indicator to neutralize the influence of
magnitude variations. Subsequently, the unsupervised learning
module centers on the comprehensive scoring of corporate credit
risk. It employs K-Means clustering, based on these

comprehensive scores, to derive the corresponding credit risk
level labels. Following that, the supervised learning module
predominantly utilizes the MLP model to classify and predict
credit risk grades. This is done by applying ADSYN oversampling
to the processed enterprise samples and incorporating clustering
to generate hierarchical labels. Lastly, the multi-model
comparison experiment and model performance evaluation
module focus on assessing the overall recognition rate of each
model and the recognition rate of each enterprise grade. This
serves to validate the progress and effectiveness of the model
introduced in this paper.

3 Empirical analysis

3.1 FA analysis experiment

In this paper, the weights of each credit risk indicator are
obtained through the formula in the FA method. First of all, the
data of each credit indicator needs to be Z-score standardized to
eliminate the influence of different indicators’ scales. Then, it will be
subjected to KMO and Bartlett’s sphericity test to determine whether
the dataset is worthy of factor analysis. For the KMO value, above
0.9 indicates that it is very suitable for factor analysis; (0.7, 0.9)
indicates that it is suitable; (0.5, 0.7) indicates that it is acceptable;
and below 0.5 indicates that it is not acceptable and needs to be re-

FIGURE 2
Early warning process of the model in this paper.
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adjusted. The Bartlett’s spherical test is used to test whether the
correlation between the indicators in the correlation matrix is a unit
matrix (i.e., the original hypothesis is that the indicators are
independent of each other). Only if the original hypothesis is
rejected can it be shown that there is a correlation between the
indicators, it indicates FA be performed. The specific results, as
shown in Table 2.

As can be seen from Table 2, the KMO test value is 0.703 and
greater than 0.7, and the Bartlett’s spherical test results show that the
p-value is less than 0.05, rejecting the original hypothesis. The above
indicates that the overlap between the credit indicators first selected
in this paper is high, and there is a certain correlation from which
fewer composite factors can be extracted. Therefore, the research
data in this paper is suitable for factor analysis, and then the weights
of the indicators can be obtained.

Drawing on the existing literature on how to use factor analysis
to obtain the weights of indicators (Gan et al., 2017; Greco et al.,
2019), the weights of the indicators were finally obtained, as shown
in Table 3.

From Table 3, it is found that: First, among the secondary
indicators, the top five (in descending order) with larger weights
are diesel consumption carbon intensity X28, natural gas
consumption carbon intensity X30, coke consumption carbon

intensity X24, number of research and development personnel
X20, and fuel oil consumption carbon intensity X29, with weights
greater than 4%, which indicates that the contribution of these
indicators is higher and that they are an important factor
influencing the credit risk of carbon emission reduction of
enterprises. Second, the top three level 1 indicators (in
descending order) with relatively large average weights are
carbon emission intensity, governance structure, and solvency,
with a cumulative weight of 61.72%, indicating that these
indicators play a larger role in determining the credit risk of
carbon emission reduction in enterprises. The last two indicators
with smaller average weights are innovation capacity and
development capacity, with a cumulative weight of 15.47%.

It is essential to emphasize that, when considering both primary
and secondary indicators, carbon emission intensity emerges as the
most influential factor affecting the credit risk associated with
carbon emission reduction in enterprises. This prominence can
be attributed to the fact that carbon intensity provides an
objective measure of an enterprise’s carbon emissions per unit of
output, directly reflecting the environmental impact of its
production activities. A high carbon intensity typically signifies
elevated carbon emissions per unit of output, leading to
increased environmental pressure and ecological risks.
Furthermore, high-carbon intensity enterprises often encounter
elevated financing costs, hurdles in obtaining loan approvals, and
a heightened risk of debt default. Consequently, for a comprehensive
and precise evaluation of the credit risk associated with carbon
emission reduction in enterprises, it becomes imperative for these
enterprises to proactively disclose data related to their carbon
emissions. Such disclosure holds significant strategic importance
for governments, financial institutions, investors, and the enterprises
themselves (Xue et al., 2023).

TABLE 2 KMO and Bartlett’s sphericity test.

KMO sample suitability quantity 0.703

Bartlett’s Sphericity Test approximate chi-square 212225.049

df 435

p 0.000

Note: A significance level α of 0.05 is assumed.

TABLE 3 Distribution of weights for each indicator.

Level 1 indicators Level 2 indicators Weights (%) Level 1 indicators Level 2 indicators Weights (%)

Solvency (14.64%) X1 4.28 Governance Structure (14.76%) X16 2.73

X2 4.35 X17 4.36

X3 4.43 X18 3.69

X4 1.58 X19 3.98

Operating Capacity (12.49%) X5 2.20 Innovation Capability (9.62%) X20 4.72

X6 3.25 X21 0.88

X7 3.22 X22 4.02

X8 3.83 Carbon Emission Intensity (32.32%) X23 4.29

Profitability (10.32%) X9 4.24 X24 4.97

X10 2.24 X25 1.25

X11 0.78 X26 4.34

X12 3.06 X27 2.31

Development capacity (5.85%) X13 2.23 X28 5.51

X14 1.84 X29 4.48

X15 1.78 X30 5.18
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3.2 TOPSIS analysis experiment

This paper derives the Euclidean distance d+i , d−i between each
enterprise and the positive ideal enterprise and negative ideal
enterprise through the formula in the superior and inferior
solution distance method, and calculates the comprehensive score
Gi of each enterprise. The practical meaning is that if the enterprise’s
comprehensive score Gi is higher, it indicates that its carbon
emission reduction credit risk is lower, and vice versa. Due to
space limitations, this paper only displays the 10 enterprises with
the highest and 10 enterprises with the lowest comprehensive score
Gi as a display, as shown in Table 4.

It is found in Table 4 that: First, the mean value of the
comprehensive score of enterprises’ carbon emission reduction
credit risk is 0.4823, the standard deviation is 0.0059, the
coefficient of variation is 0.0122, the 25% quartile is 0.4795, the
50% quartile is 0.4814, and the 75% quartile is 0.4838, and the
comprehensive scores of nearly three-quarters of the enterprises are
close to the average, which indicates that the carbon emission
reduction credit risk of the majority of enterprises is at a
relatively low level, which is suitable for banks and other
financial institutions to provide them with green credit. Second,
in the ranking of comprehensive scores, the second to 10th places are

all CNPC, indicating that its carbon emission reduction credit risk is
very low. Upon reviewing pertinent information, it becomes evident
that PetroChina has consistently demonstrated a strong
commitment to green and low-carbon development. This
commitment is underscored by its inclusion of “green and low-
carbon” as one of its five core strategies. Furthermore, PetroChina
has made a solemn pledge to achieve carbon peaking by 2025 and to
work towards “near-zero” emissions by 2050. Additionally, CNPC
has been diligent in refining its low-carbon management
department and enhancing its ESG (Environmental, Social, and
Governance) disclosure practices. Notably, it is important to
highlight that a majority of the enterprises ranking in the bottom
ten positions are situated within industries known for their high
energy consumption and emissions. Consequently, CNPC has
managed to maintain a low carbon credit risk profile. This serves
as a valuable reminder to other enterprises operating in similar
sectors of the imperative need to implement effective carbon
emission reduction measures and bolster clean production
practices to advance the cause of sustainable development.

To observe the comprehensive score of carbon emission
reduction credit risk of enterprises in high-energy consumption
and high-emission industries, this paper selects enterprises in key
polluting industries such as thermal power, cement, iron and steel,

TABLE 4 Composite score of carbon emission reduction credit risk for each enterprise.

Ranking Enterprise
name

Industry
name

Comprehensive
score

Ranking Enterprise
name

Industry name Comprehensive
score

1 Hapley (2011) Medicine
manufacturing

0.5620 11202 East China CNC
(2018)

General equipment
manufacturing

0.4607

2 CNPC (2012) Oil and gas
extraction
industry

0.5590 11203 Tianlong
Optoelectronics

(2018)

Specialized equipment
manufacturing

0.4589

3 CNPC (2013) Oil and gas
extraction
industry

0.5576 11204 Thousand Mountain
Pharmaceutical

Machinery (2018)

Specialized equipment
manufacturing

0.4570

4 CNPC (2011) Oil and gas
extraction
industry

0.5575 11205 China Nuclear Power
(2017)

Electricity, heat
production and supply

industry

0.4566

5 CNPC (2014) Oil and gas
extraction
industry

0.5551 11206 Wuliangye (2020) Wine, beverage and
refined tea manufacturing

industry

0.4478

6 CNPC (2019) Oil and gas
extraction
industry

0.5546 11207 Guanong Shares
(2011)

Agricultural food
processing industry

0.4440

7 CNPC (2018) Oil and gas
extraction
industry

0.5535 11208 AVIC Heavy
Machinery (2017)

General equipment
manufacturing

0.4156

8 CNPC (2020) Oil and gas
extraction
industry

0.5527 11209 Huaying Technology
Co. (2015)

Computer,
communication and other
electronic equipment

manufacturing industry

0.4018

9 CNPC (2007) Oil and gas
extraction
industry

0.5515 11210 China Railway
Industry (2017)

Specialized equipment
manufacturing

0.3795

10 CNPC (2017) Oil and gas
extraction
industry

0.5512 11211 Jiangnan Red Arrow
(2014)

Non-metallic mineral
products industry

0.2637

Note: CNPC, denotes China National Petroleum Corporation.
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chemical industry and paper making to demonstrate, as shown in
Table 5.

From Table 5, it is found that: First, from the average level of the
composite score, the difference between these key polluting
industries is very small, indicating that the average level of the
overall carbon emission reduction credit risk is roughly at a low
level, and at the same time, this also reflects that all of these
industries are actively adopting corresponding carbon emission
reduction measures; Second, from the point of view of the
coefficient of variation, the oil and natural gas mining industry
and the non-ferrous metal mining and extraction industry are
located in the first and the second, respectively, and the
corresponding values are 0.0655 and 0.0115 respectively, i.e., the
relative dispersion of the data is large, indicating that the carbon
emission reduction credit risk of each enterprise under these two
industries varies greatly. Therefore, financial institutions should
focus on enterprises in these industries when providing green
credit to avoid capital losses due to misjudging the size of
enterprise credit risk.

Multicollinearity among indicators has presented a significant
challenge in the domain of early warning systems for corporate
credit risk (Alin, 2010). To address this issue, this paper employs the
Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) algorithm to assess all
30 indicators and determine their feature contributions. The
magnitude of the feature contribution signifies the indicator’s
importance. During the classification phase, XGBoost quantifies
an indicator’s importance by computing the reduction in
information entropy prior to the division of each indicator. This
approach effectively screens and selects relevant indicators. The
average of 50 experiments is taken as the final result to eliminate the
influence of sample randomness on the prediction effect of the
model, as shown in Table 6.

Table 6 reveals the following key findings: Firstly, when
examining the secondary indicators, it becomes evident that the
carbon intensity of diesel consumption (X28), the carbon intensity
of coke consumption (X24), and the number of R&D personnel
(X20) stand out as pivotal factors in discerning the credit risk
associated with carbon emission reduction in enterprises,
collectively contributing to 75.31% of the variance. Remarkably,
this empirical outcome is largely consistent with the results
presented in Table 3. Additional notable contributions include
the number of employees (X17) at 4.21%, the total asset turnover
ratio (X8) at 3.92%, and the current ratio (X1) at 2.20%, all of which
hold substantial significance in influencing the credit risk associated

with carbon emission reduction in enterprises. In contrast, the
remaining indicators exhibit relatively lower contributions,
exerting a comparatively lesser impact on the predictive efficacy
of the model. Secondly, concerning the cumulative contribution of
the primary indicators, carbon emission intensity and innovation
capacity emerge as the dominant factors, contributing 62.04% and
18.45%, respectively. The combined contribution of these two
significantly surpasses the cumulative contributions of the other
primary indicators. Governance structure follows closely behind,
underscoring its substantial role in determining the credit risk
associated with corporate carbon emission reduction.
Development capability, with a mere 0.11% contribution,
indicates that in the assessment of carbon emission reduction
credit risk for each enterprise, stakeholders, such as investors,
banks, and governmental bodies, should place a heightened
emphasis on carbon emission intensity and innovation capability.
These factors not only form the cornerstone for enhancing green
credit assessment systems but are also pivotal for advancing the
realization of green and low-carbon development within enterprises.

In alignment with Lin B et al.’s methodology for indicator
screening (Lin and Bai, 2022), we ranked the indicators based on
their characteristic contributions, starting with the most substantial
and descending to the least significant. Subsequently, the top seven
indicators were chosen as the definitive outcome of the indicator
screening process. These selected indicators, namely, X28, X24, X20,
X17, X8, X1, and X18, were employed to validate the efficacy of
XGBoost’s indicator screening approach. This rigorous selection
process serves the dual purpose of ensuring the model’s robustness
and preventing the occurrence of overfitting.

3.3 Cluster analysis experiment

To assign grade labels to each enterprise based on their carbon
emission reduction credit risk, this paper categorizes such risk into
four grades: A, B, C, and D, denoting very low, low, medium, and
high risk levels, respectively. These grades are determined through
clustering using the K-means algorithm. To begin, an ANOVA test
is applied to assess the significance of the comprehensive score Gi

among the four types of enterprises and determine if there is a
substantial difference. The test results are shown in Table 7, and the
specific clustering results are shown in Table 8.

As can be seen in Table 7, for the composite score indicator, the
significance p-value of 0.000 is less than α, which presents

TABLE 5 Composite score of each enterprise under the priority polluting industries.

Priority polluting industries Number of enterprise Min Max Mean Std Coefficient of variation

Electricity, heat generation and supply 209 0.4566 0.4923 0.4810 0.0039 0.0081

Textile industry 327 0.4755 0.4923 0.4819 0.0031 0.0064

Chemical fiber manufacturing 154 0.4758 0.4976 0.4830 0.0036 0.0074

Coal Mining and Washing 166 0.4752 0.4979 0.4835 0.0042 0.0086

Nonferrous Metal Mining and Processing 130 0.4738 0.5043 0.4847 0.0056 0.0115

Rubber and Plastic Products 474 0.4752 0.5123 0.4825 0.0030 0.0062

Oil and Gas Mining 17 0.4782 0.5590 0.5291 0.0347 0.0655
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significance at the level and rejects the original hypothesis,
indicating that the composite score indicator has a significant
difference between the categories (risk levels) delineated by the
K-mean cluster analysis, and that this cluster analysis is feasible.

From Table 8, it is found that: First, in terms of the number of
enterprises, the distribution of the number of each category is
extremely unbalanced. Among them, there are only 4 enterprises
with risk class D, while there are 8520 enterprises with risk class C.
This clearly manifests itself as a typical category imbalance problem,
which is highly likely to cause the machine learning model to overfit
the C-rated enterprise data while underfitting the D-rated enterprise
data in the categorization prediction task, thus degrading the
predictive performance of the model. Therefore, in the
subsequent experiments, this paper will adopt the ADASYN
oversampling method to solve the problem of category
imbalance; Second, the average score difference of each risk class
after K-mean clustering is 0.0382, 0.0073, and 0.1150, respectively,
and the average scores of the enterprises with high carbon emission
reduction credit risk and the first three risk classes have a significant
difference. At the same time, the relative discretization of the
enterprises with the risk classes of A and D is larger, indicating
that the carbon emission reduction measures adopted between these
two types of enterprises are very different, and the carbon emission
reduction effects realized are also very different.

To provide targeted advice to enterprises at each risk level and to
gain insight into the first-level indicators that play an important role
at different levels, banks and governments can go further to assess
the overall carbon emission reduction credit risk of enterprises.
Therefore, this paper utilizes the entropy weight method to further
analyze the weights of the first-level indicators of carbon emission
reduction credit risk for enterprises in each grade, as shown in
Figure 3.

From Figure 3, it is found that after K-Means clustering: First,
when considering the average weight of the first-level indicators,
they follow a descending order as follows: profitability, governance
structure, operational capability, development capability, solvency,
innovation capability, and carbon emission intensity. Therefore,
when evaluating the credit risk of enterprises with varying levels of
carbon emission reduction risk, financial institutions should give
initial attention to the profitability of these enterprises. This is
because enterprises often need to allocate capital and resources
for environmental projects when implementing carbon emission
reduction measures, potentially increasing their operational costs.
Hence, financial institutions must assess enterprise profitability to
ensure they have the financial capacity to manage the additional
costs associated with carbon reduction measures. Concurrently,
government policies, such as subsidies or tax reductions, can aid
enterprises in mitigating carbon-related expenses and enhancing

TABLE 6 Degree of importance of indicators based on XGBoost screening.

Level 1 indicators Level
2 indicators

Characteristic
contribution (%)

Level 1 indicators Level
2 indicators

Characteristic
contribution (%)

Solvency (4.1692%) X1 2.2052 Governance Structure
(7.8229%)

X16 0.2297

X2 0.5453 X17 4.2160

X3 0.6828 X18 1.7135

X4 0.7359 X19 1.6637

Operating Capacity
(4.4173%)

X5 0.0616 Innovation Capability
(18.4564%)

X20 17.8537

X6 0.2867 X21 0.1772

X7 0.1397 X22 0.4255

X8 3.9293 Carbon Emission Intensity
(62.0496%)

X23 1.0685

Profitability (2.9655%) X9 1.2599 X24 27.2127

X10 0.8023 X25 0.0337

X11 0.0406 X26 1.4777

X12 0.8627 X27 0.0749

Development capacity
(0.1191%)

X13 0.0549 X28 30.2581

X14 0.0320 X29 0.6521

X15 0.0322 X30 1.2719

TABLE 7 Cluster variability analysis.

Indicators Cluster category (mean ± std) F-statistic p-value

A B C D

Composite score 0.526 ± 0.016 0.488 ± 0.004 0.481 ± 0.002 0.365 ± 0.069 8816.421 0.000
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their profitability. Second, in comparison to the results presented in
Tables 3, 6, both before and after clustering, governance structure
consistently emerges as the pivotal factor in evaluating credit risk
concerning carbon emission reduction by enterprises. This
underscores the importance for enterprises to prioritize the
establishment of robust governance structures, including effective
environmental management systems, to mitigate their carbon
emission reduction credit risk. However, noteworthy variations
are observed in carbon emission intensity before and after
clustering, particularly in enterprises categorized under risk grade
D, where carbon emission intensity becomes the most influential
factor. This phenomenon may arise from these enterprises’
historical lack of adequate carbon emission reduction measures,
resulting in elevated carbon emission intensity.

In summary, it is imperative for stakeholders, including
investors, banks, and governments, to collaborate in the
formulation of suitable policies and strategies aimed at mitigating
credit risks associated with carbon emission reduction in enterprises.
These efforts should encompass the promotion of low-carbon
development and the achievement of sustainable development
goals. It is crucial to take into comprehensive consideration
factors such as profitability, governance structure, and carbon
emission intensity (Razzaq et al., 2023). This collective approach
holds the potential to enhance the stability of national or regional
financial markets and foster sustainable economic growth.

3.4 MLP classification prediction experiment

This experiment addresses the challenge of multi-classification
in credit risk assessment with the objective of intelligently predicting
risk grades. The model employs the seven indicators selected
through XGBoost as input variables (independent variables),
while the four credit risk grades resulting from K-Means
clustering are utilized as output variables (dependent variables).
In the context of solving classification problems, a commonly
employed loss function is the Cross Entropy Loss (CEL)
function. This function quantifies the disparity between two
distinct probability distributions within the same random
variable, effectively capturing the proximity between the actual
and predicted probability distributions in machine learning. In
essence, a lower cross-entropy value indicates improved
predictive performance of the model.

3.4.1 ADASYN expanded sample experiment
Following the K-means clustering, the distribution of enterprises

among different credit risk classes is as follows: A:B:C:D = 62:2625:
8520:4. Notably, classes A and D comprise a very limited number of
enterprises, resulting in a significant class imbalance issue. This data
imbalance challenge can lead to overfitting of machine learning
models, where the model overfits the data from class B and C
enterprises while underfitting the data from class A and D
enterprises, ultimately diminishing the model’s predictive
performance.

To address this class imbalance problem, this paper employs the
ADASYN oversampling algorithm before feeding the dataset into
the MLP model for training. The ADASYN algorithm represents an
improvement over He et al.’s (2008) work on the SMOTE algorithm,
distinguishing itself from Borderline SMOTE. A notable advantage
of ADASYN is its ability to dynamically determine the number of
synthetic samples to generate for each minority class sample. This is
in contrast to SMOTE, which generates the same number of
synthetic samples for each minority class sample (He et al.,
2008). ADASYN’s automatic determination of the number of
samples to synthesize for each minority class sample can be
likened to applying a weight to each minority class sample, with
higher weights assigned when more majority class samples are in
proximity. Consequently, the ADASYN algorithm results in a total
of 34,240 samples after oversampling.

3.4.2 Multi-model comparative experiment
Following the TOPSIS composite score, the XGBoost screened

indicators, and the K-Means clustering analysis, multi-model
comparison experiments will be conducted to further validate the
classification performance of the model proposed in this paper. The

TABLE 8 K-Means cluster results.

Risk level Number of enterprises Composite score range Average score Coefficient of variation

A 62 (0.5069, 0.5620) 0.5258 0.0311

B 2,625 (0.4840, 0.5055) 0.4876 0.0079

C 8,520 (0.4440, 0.4840) 0.4803 0.0047

D 4 (0.2637, 0.4156) 0.3653 0.1894

FIGURE 3
Comparison of weights of level 1 indicators.
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models included for comparison are as follows: the XGBoost-MLP
model (referred to as M1, the model presented in this paper), the
MLP model (M2, a model without the screened metrics), the
LightGBM model (M3), the RF model (M4), the SVM model
with a Linear kernel function (M5), the SVM model with an RBF
kernel function (M6), and the XGBoost model (M7). Specifically,
this paper will compare the M1 and M2 models to assess the
effectiveness of the XGBoost screening indicators.

The average value of 50 experiments is taken as the final result to
eliminate the influence of sample randomness on model
performance. The comparison of the evaluation indexes of each
model in the test set is shown in Figure 4, and the specific values of
each evaluation index are shown in Table 9.

From Figure 4 and Table 9, we can conclude that: First,
the accuracy of the model. In descending order of the
average level of enterprise recognition rate �Pi:
�PM1 > �PM2 > �PM7 > �PM4 > �PM6 > �PM3 > �PM5 > 70%. The average
of sample recognition rate for each model is �Pi > 70%. Model
M1 ranks first in accuracy and obtains the best classification
results; Second, the comprehensiveness of the model. It is known
that the smaller the value of the coefficient of variation CVi is,
the lower the relative dispersion of data is, i.e., the more
comprehensive the model is. According to the order of CVi:
CVM5 >CVM6 >CVM3 >CVM4 >CVM7 >CVM2 >CVM1. In this
paper, we do not take into account the model with the
number of variations CVi ≥ 0.1, then there is
CVM1 <CVM2 <CVM7 < 0.1. In summary, according to the
principle of “accuracy > comprehensiveness”, only the
XGBoost-MLP model (M1) of this paper meets this criterion,
which indicates that the enterprise carbon emission reduction
credit risk early warning model based on XGBoost-MLP can
predict the level of enterprise carbon emission reduction credit
risk more effectively.

Furthermore, Table 9 reveals that the average sample
identification rate (�PM1) of model M1, which incorporates

XGBoost-screened indicators, surpasses that of model
M2 without these indicators (�PM2). This observation
underscores the effectiveness of employing the XGBoost
algorithm for indicator screening in enhancing the model’s
prediction accuracy.

In summary, this paper conducts a comprehensive analysis of
enterprise carbon emission reduction credit risk, encompassing
comprehensive scoring, cluster analysis, indicator screening, class
classification, classification prediction, and multi-model
comparison. The high accuracy of the MLP model presented in
this paper can be attributed to three key factors: firstly, the utilization
of the FA-TOPSIS model for comprehensive scoring and the fine-
grained risk class division achieved through clustering, which aids
the model in better recognizing the training data; secondly, the
indicator screening process assisted by the XGBoost algorithm,
which excludes less impactful credit indicators, effectively
preventing model overfitting; thirdly, treating enterprise carbon
emission reduction credit risk data as imbalanced samples and
introducing the ADASYN oversampling algorithm to address
category imbalance, ultimately enhancing the model’s prediction
accuracy.

4 Conclusion and recommendations

Research on enterprise carbon emission reduction credit risk has
predominantly focused on risk level measurement and rating.
However, there is a notable gap in terms of intelligent risk level
prediction and addressing the issue of imbalanced data samples in
this context. To address this gap, this paper takes a dataset
comprising carbon emission reduction data from 2,555 listed
enterprises spanning the years 2007–2020 as its research
foundation. It constructs an early warning model for enterprise
carbon emission reduction credit risk based on Multi layer
perception (MLP). This research approach is multifaceted. Firstly,
the paper employs the FA-TOPSIS model to conduct a
comprehensive evaluation of carbon emission reduction credit
risk in enterprises. Subsequently, it combines the K-means
clustering algorithm with the MLP model to facilitate
unsupervised and supervised learning. This, in turn, enables
intelligent prediction of the enterprise’s credit risk level.
Following this, the XGBoost algorithm is applied to screen and
eliminate carbon emission reduction indicators that have minimal
influence on prediction outcomes. Additionally, the ADASYN
oversampling algorithm is employed to address the issue of class
imbalance within enterprise categories, thereby enhancing the
predictive accuracy of the model. This study not only contributes
practical insights and novel research directions to the field of
enterprise carbon emission reduction credit risk early warning
but also provides fresh perspectives for stakeholders seeking to
maximize the protection of their investment capital returns.

4.1 Conclusion

The main research conclusions are as follows:
First, this paper employs the FA-TOPSIS model to evaluate the

carbon emission reduction credit risk of enterprises. It utilizes the

FIGURE 4
Comparison of the effectiveness of the indicators assessed by the
models.
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K-means clustering method with the Euclidean distance as a
criterion to calculate the composite score Gi for each enterprise.
When examining different industries, it is evident that the
pharmaceutical manufacturing industry (Hapley, 2011) and the
oil and gas extraction sector (CNPC, 2012; CNPC, 2013) have
lower carbon emission reduction credit risks. Conversely, the
specialized equipment manufacturing industry of China Railway
Industry (2017) and the non-metallic mineral products industry of
Jiangnan Red Arrow (2014) exhibit higher carbon emission
reduction credit risks. From an industry perspective, the oil and
gas extraction sector demonstrates lower carbon emission reduction
credit risks, while the electricity and heat generation and supply
industry exhibit higher risks. Consequently, supporting low-carbon
industries and implementing stricter regulations on high-carbon
enterprises are essential not only for transitioning towards a low-
carbon economy but also for preventing potential investment losses
for stakeholders, including investors, banks, and government
entities. Incorrectly assessing enterprise credit risk could lead to
financial repercussions for these stakeholders.

Second, it is crucial to recognize that the indicators exhibit
varying degrees of influence on the carbon emission reduction credit
risk of enterprises. To elaborate, before K-Means clustering, carbon
emission reduction intensity, governance structure, and innovation
capability emerge as the pivotal factors impacting enterprise carbon
emission reduction credit risk. Post K-Means clustering,
profitability, governance structure, and operational capacity take
precedence as the primary determinants of enterprise carbon
emission reduction credit risk. Therefore, whether before or after
clustering, the governance structure indicator consistently retains its
significance in influencing corporate carbon emission reduction
credit risk. Consequently, it underscores the necessity of
reinforcing governance structure regulations. This entails that
enterprises should develop more transparent and effective
strategies for carbon reduction. Additionally, there should be a
clear assignment of responsibility at the senior management level
for achieving carbon reduction targets. Encouraging enterprises to
establish independent environmental, social, and governance (ESG)
committees to oversee sustainability-related matters becomes
imperative.

Third, this paper incorporates the XGBoost algorithm to
assess credit risk indicators, a step that significantly enhances
the predictive accuracy of the model presented herein.
Specifically, concerning the average enterprise identification
rate, the model subjected to screening with the XGBoost
algorithm attains an impressive 99.48%. In stark contrast, the
model without indicator screening achieves a notably lower rate
of 95.21%. This screening process thereby bolsters the accuracy
rate by an appreciable 4.27%. Consequently, in scenarios where
the constructed indicator system becomes overly extensive, it
becomes judicious to employ the XGBoost algorithm to eliminate
indicators with higher feature contributions. This measure serves
the dual purpose of averting model overfitting and associated
issues.

Fourth, the MLP model developed in this paper excels in the
classification prediction task and holds substantial practical
applicability. Notably, the MLP model attains a remarkable
prediction accuracy of 99.48%, marking an average improvement
of 15.24% in comparison to other benchmarkmodels. Consequently,
investors and banks can confidently utilize this model for grading
and forecasting an enterprise’s carbon emission reduction credit
risk, aiding them in assessing the enterprise’s suitability for
investment.

Fifthly, the model presented in this paper holds promising
applications in the realm of early corporate carbon emission
reduction credit risk assessment, offering enterprises enhanced
insights into and management strategies for such risks while
delivering valuable reference data. Furthermore, we suggest the
incorporation of qualitative and unstructured indicators,
including industry attributes, board member characteristics, and
management discussion and analysis text in the annual report, into
the assessment framework for a more comprehensive evaluation of
enterprise carbon emission reduction performance and an improved
model accuracy. At the same time, in today’s big data era, we should
pay more attention to the application of digital technology in
enterprise innovation, performance evaluation and other aspects,
and provide more possibilities for future in-depth research to
promote the development of enterprises in a more sustainable
direction (Yin and Yu, 2022).

TABLE 9 Specific values for each model assessment indicator.

Assessment indicator Multi-model comparative experiment

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7

Pi (%) 99.48 95.13 85.23 89.23 70.75 86.52 89.36

PA
i (%) 100.00 99.97 91.65 98.83 87.07 98.74 97.81

PB
i (%) 98.61 91.29 63.30 76.78 22.19 56.36 82.44

PC
i (%) 99.32 89.67 87.53 81.83 94.70 91.59 77.70

PD
i (%) 100.00 100.00 98.62 100.00 77.91 100.00 100.00

�Pi (%) 99.48 95.21 85.27 89.33 70.52 86.64 89.46

σ i 0.51 4.28 11.89 9.14 25.49 15.91 8.58

CVi 0.005 0.045 0.139 0.102 0.361 0.184 0.096

Note: To compare the coefficient of variation of each model more intuitively, so this paper retains three decimal places for the value of the coefficient of variation index.
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4.2 Recommendations

Based on the findings of this paper, the following
recommendations are made:

First, financial institutions should prioritize industries with high
energy consumption and emissions, while simultaneously
enhancing the enterprise carbon emission reduction credit rating
system. With the acceleration of global economic integration, these
industries confront substantial challenges in balancing economic
and ecological considerations. Take, for instance, the oil and gas
extraction sector, a classic high-energy-consuming industry heavily
reliant on traditional carbon-based energy sources. Faced with
mounting pressure to curtail carbon emissions, this sector must
proactively transition towards carbon reduction to align with the
evolving economic landscape. Hence, it becomes imperative for
financial institutions and governmental bodies to establish
comprehensive and standardized criteria for enterprise credit
evaluation. This ensures the seamless integration of credit data
and effectively addresses financing hurdles, thereby fostering
sustainable development within these industries.

Second, in the process of evaluating the credit risk associated with
carbon emission reduction in enterprises, financial institutions should
conduct a comprehensive examination of the enterprise’s governance
structure. Beyond the traditional financial analysis, it is essential for
financial institutions to delve deeply into themanagement aspects of the
enterprise. This entails a meticulous evaluation of critical factors such as
the company’s workforce size, compensation framework, executive
qualifications, and shareholding distribution. Such an approach is
pivotal in constructing a comprehensive and scientifically grounded
credit assessment framework for enterprise carbon emission reduction.
For instance, the educational background and experience of the
executive team can offer insights into the enterprise’s readiness for a
low-carbon transition. Similarly, the size of the workforce and the
compensation structure can significantly impact the implementation of
carbon emission reduction policies among employees. Additionally, the
percentage of shareholding may reflect the commitment of senior
management to the enterprise’s long-term sustainability. Hence,
gaining an in-depth understanding of an enterprise’s governance
structure represents a crucial step in ensuring a holistic and precise
evaluation of carbon emission reduction credit, thereby aiding financial
institutions in more effectively managing carbon emission reduction
risks.

Third, enterprises themselves should intensify their attention to
carbon intensity and innovation capacity while closely managing the
interplay between corporate innovation and carbon emission
reduction credit risk. This imperative is particularly pronounced
within high-energy consumption and high-emission industries,
where companies must commit to product and technological
innovation to facilitate a successful transition towards a low-
carbon paradigm. However, these innovation endeavors typically
necessitate substantial financial resources, often drawn from a
company’s working capital. If not exercised judiciously, this can
potentially impact the firm’s financial stability. Therefore, while
actively promoting innovation and invigorating operational vitality,
enterprises should prudently regulate their resource allocations to
ensure the uninterrupted continuity of their production and
operational activities. This strategic approach aids in striking a
harmonious equilibrium between economic and ecological gains.

Fourth, there is a strong recommendation for banks and
governments to diligently incorporate Environmental, Social, and
Corporate Governance (ESG) criteria into their risk management
protocols, investment strategies, and strategic planning. Furthermore,
they should harness the potential of artificial intelligence technology for
early credit risk detection. While China’s ESG evaluation system has
been relatively nascent and its full impact remains to be seen, ESG
adheres to the principles of environmental responsibility, social
consciousness, and effective corporate governance, making it a
potent deterrent against environmental and social risks. By
introducing ESG factors and quantifying their influence on
corporate credit risk, financial institutions can significantly bolster
the development of sustainable financing. Concurrently, financial
institutions should actively delve into deep learning models, such as
theMulti layer perception (MLP)model utilized in this study, to elevate
the precision of credit risk assessment models. This endeavor will pave
the way for intelligent classification of corporate carbon emission
reduction credit risk levels and further fortify the reliability of
investment decisions.
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